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WHAT IS E-LEARNING?









To investigate how the student learning experience can be 
enhanced with E-learning resources in the Organic  
Chemistry Labs at the University of Glasgow.












EXAMPLE OF PRE-LAB SIMULATIONS





























“Using Pre-Lab resources boosted my confidence for 
each experiment”
PRE-LAB RESULTS (1ST YEAR)
“Significant positive difference in 
preparedness, confidence and 
capability”
Technician
PRE-LAB RESULTS (3RD YEAR)
“Students know how to set up 
equipment better this year (17/18), they 
























“I would prefer for my experiments to be marked”
% Students
POST-LAB RESULTS (1ST YEAR)
POST-LAB RESULTS (3RD YEAR)
“More likely to look at [feedback] if you 
get it immediately, whereas if you get it a 
week later you have other priorities”
17/18 Student
CONCLUSIONS














• Post-lab online reports:
IMPACT & WIDER 
IMPLICATIONS
• E-learning resources being introduced in other Chemistry labs and could be
explored across University disciplines
• With rising student numbers:
- Allow personalised, detailed, instant feedback
- Rapid, consistent assessment
- Increased student satisfaction
E-Learning resources shown to improve student learning experience 
ANY QUESTIONS?
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